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personally speaking

what’s in a name?
Dear Friends,
Let me let you in on a little secret. We’re more than just a great heating oil company.
In fact, for some time now, HVAC services have been the biggest part of our business.
With that in mind, this January, we’ve rebranded the company Needham
Oil — Complete Heating and Cooling. We hope that you — and your
friends and neighbors — will think of us first when you are considering
installing a new air conditioner or heat pump, need a new water
heater, want some options to improve your indoor air quality,
or even if you want to convert from oil to gas or an electric
heat pump.
Because we offer all of these services, you can trust to give
you the best options, regardless of the fuel.
Oil offers many advantages over other fuels, especially
now that we are combining B20 Bioheat® with
ultra-low-sulfur heating oil. But we know that in
some cases, other fuel sources can offer advantages.
Erinn Woodcock
No worries! We do it all, and more importantly, we do
it better. We have a track record of nearly 150 years and
hundreds of positive reviews that prove it.
We hope you enjoy our new logo and
refreshed branding as much as we’ve
enjoyed creating it.
Warmly,

Erinn Woodcock

coming soon:

OWIN19-15574

our new website
Along with our new look, we’ll be introducing a
new modern website, to improve your online experience. It will
be much easier for you to find lots of helpful information and
manage your account. You can request a service appointment,
read troubleshooting tips, learn about payment and pricing
options, and more. We plan for it to be live by mid-March.
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please help our
drivers stay safe
Our drivers will do just about
anything to make sure you stay warm.
But sometimes this means they are
dealing with hazardous conditions,
especially when there is snow or ice on
the ground. Sometimes, they have slipped
and fallen and sustained injuries.

Please help our drivers make safe
deliveries this winter. Besides shoveling
a path to your tank fill, please clear ice
and snow from the driveway and mark
its edges. And, remember, just because
your car can get down your driveway
doesn’t necessarily mean that our 15-ton
fuel trucks can too! So please clear extra
room for our trucks to ensure we can
keep you warm.

safety first
There’s no way to go through another

winter without thinking about the recent
natural gas explosions in the Merrimack
Valley and the way this disaster disrupted
the lives of so many. Please check out
pages 2–3 for some tips on how to get
through our winter safe and sound —
no matter what fuel you use.

Feel Safer at Home
D

Being safe at home becomes a lot easier when
you rely on oil heat — and us! To keep you
even safer this season, we offer some advice.

Power outage = no heat

uring power outages, we receive many calls
from customers who have fuel but can’t get
heat. Unfortunately, your heating system
will not run without electricity —
no matter whether your fuel is
heating oil, natural gas, propane
or, obviously, electricity. (Only
some very old heating systems
can operate without power).

Leave your troubles
behind you

Once you have power back, make sure
that there is no standing water in your
basement. If your system requires
service to get it started again, for
safety reasons it cannot be worked
on when water is pooling
around it.

If your home is without power for
an extended period of time, unplug
appliances and turn off circuit
breakers. This will prevent surges
when the electricity returns. Before
restarting your system, check that the system’s
power switch and circuit breakers are back on.
Do not press your unit’s reset button more than once.

If you’ve gone away on a

winter vacation in the past,
you know how important it is
to have someone check your
home on a regular basis. That
person can contact us if
there’s a problem and give
us access. (You may also
want to consider a lockbox.)
But you can do more.

If flood water reached your
heating system, call us to
do an inspection before
you restart it. The valves
and controls are vulnerable
to water damage — even if it
cannot be seen. Corrosion begins
inside the valves, and damage may
not be apparent when the outside is
clean and dry.

Don’t DIY

For added protection, we recommend our automatic delivery service to eliminate
the chance of your tank going dry while you’re away. If you already receive your
deliveries automatically, please let us know when you’ll be away so we can adjust
your “burn rate.”

In this digital age, the initial response to solving a problem is to go online and do
research. That’s why do-it-yourself (DIY) projects are such a big trend these days. It seems as
though people of all ages and skill levels are checking out YouTube videos for a quick-fix way
to heal whatever ails their home.

But what those videos usually don’t show is
what happens when that amateur repair
doesn’t go as planned. Over the years, we’ve
seen some costly — and even dangerous —
consequences. That’s especially true when
someone starts fiddling around with
complicated heating systems.
Repairing a heating system presents unique
challenges that more often than not require
extensive training and expensive diagnostic
equipment to assess and fix.
The bottom line: If you need a heating system repair, don’t attempt to do it yourself — call us.
Our certified technicians have the training, experience and tools to find and fix your problem
quickly, correctly and safely so you can focus on the things that matter in your life — like having
fun with your family.

65°

You can add a temperature sensor
to your home’s central alarm system.
Another option is to install a wireless
remote smart thermostat. Once you register
the thermostat online, you can use your phone to access it from any location
to monitor or adjust the temperature. Some models will even send out an
immediate alert if the heat stops and the temperature falls below a certain point.

Lastly, remember to keep your home temperature no lower than the 60°–65°
range to reduce the risk of frozen pipes. During extreme cold spells, we
recommend setting the thermostat a little higher than that.

Generator safety
With more people
relying on both portable
and permanent generators
than ever before, it’s
important to share the
following emergency
generator safety tips:

4 I nstalled whole-house generators should have a transfer switch

4 I f your generator is not connected to a fuel

to ensure a smooth transition when the lights go out. A transfer
switch cuts electricity flow to the grid while the generator is on.
This prevents the power in the generator from “back-feeding”
into outside power lines and potentially injuring utility crews.

tank, be sure to store its fuel in a properly
labeled container.

 ever operate a portable generator in an enclosed or partially
4N
enclosed space; keep it outside, at least 10 feet from your
home and away from windows and doors.

4 A lways use a grounded extension cord
with the proper power rating.
 ave your generator checked
4H
and adjusted annually for
safety and efficiency.
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warm up and save!
Last winter put a big strain on heating systems, especially older boilers and furnaces, many
of which broke down or simply could not keep homes warm enough. Don’t go through the rest
of winter worrying about staying warm in your home!
A new high-efficiency heating system will keep you warm — even when temperatures drop
below zero! And because a new boiler or furnace uses a lot less fuel than older models, you can
reduce your annual heating costs by 30% or more.
Here’s a bonus. You may qualify for the Mass Save program, which offers big rebates on new
equipment. Mass Save also provides energy-efficiency financing initiatives
through its HEAT Loan program. Loans of up to $25,000 and
0% financing for loan terms
up to seven years are
available for a variety
of home improvement
projects — including
the replacement of heating
equipment — including oil
boilers, gas furnaces, electric
355R Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 920352
heat pumps and more.
Needham, MA 02492
Call us or contact us
through our website for
more details.
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Inside this issue:
• big rebates and great financing
• winter safety tips

ask the expert
Q: D
 oes Needham install central air conditioning systems?
A: Yes, we can upgrade any system you currently
have, as well as install something in homes that have
never had central A/C before.
Q: I don’t have ductwork in my home.
Can you still put in a central A/C
system?
A: You sound like a good candidate for a
ductless air conditioning system, which is
ideal for homes like yours that don’t have
ducts. It’s also a perfect solution for additions
to a home and to combat hot spots in
rooms that never feel as comfortable as
the rest of the home. Ductless systems

give you the flexibility to enjoy a specific temperature in a
room or multiple rooms. These units are quiet and energy
efficient and feature wireless remote controls.
Q: How does a ductless system work?
A: For each room where you tell us you want more
cooling, we will install a compact wall unit. We can mount
multiple indoor units, which all connect via flexible
tubing to one outdoor compressor. Only minimum
drilling is necessary to complete the installation
of your ductless system. Our guys can take you
through all your options to determine which makes
the most sense for your needs and your budget.
This is a great time to start thinking about
Randy Golden
staying
cool because we can get you what you need
Comfort Consultant
at terrific pre-summer prices!

